[Implementing cardiovascular prevention in the real world: presentation of an integrated hospital-field model].
Numerous studies have documented that cardiovascular prevention in subjects at high risk has a large impact on the clinical outcomes. Data also show the efficacy of an early, intensive, well-structured, professionally expert, multidisciplinary intervention, making use of adequate behavioural and pharmacologic instruments, on the global risk. Such intervention is, however, available at present for very few healthcare users, while the majority, above all in primary prevention, receive a programme of low impact, with poor feedback between the hospital specialist and general practitioner (GP), and often limited to the simple prescription of treatment or to specialist check-ups and/or general advice on lifestyle. The project of implementation takes as its starting point this analysis and the premise that for an intervention of cardiovascular prevention to be effective, particularly in the long term, and really applicable to the broad population, it must be governed primarily by the GP--providing that s/he be adequately trained, utilize new and more dynamic caring modes, and be able to count concretely both on integration with the specialist and on the support of a multidisciplinary team for specific interventions. The paper presents the various stages of the project: from definition of the resources available (health district, GPs, hospital specialists) to the need for GP training, to the modes of operation: instruments for risk calculation, procedures followed, model of integration between GP and specialist, identification of the goals and indicators. This is a low cost project in terms of both the human and structural resources employed, utilizing what is already available in the healthcare system of our country. One of its most original aspects is the medical visit jointly conducted by the GP and hospital specialist, which realizes in concrete terms the integration of the skills: GPs can finally confront in the field the specialist of referral, acquire new skills, improve their daily mode of operating, while they will be gratified by a work more in line with their professional image, and become promoters of health. Finally, this project highlights the propositive and operative role assumed by cardiac rehabilitation and prevention, which, after developing over the years a specific know-how on the subject, now transmits these skills to other healthcare resources and creates a link with the local territory, so providing an appropriate response to the need to put into practice primary and secondary cardiovascular prevention.